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Abstract

This paper provides an overview of ultrafast wavefront rotation of femtosecond laser pulses
and its various applications in highly nonlinear optics, focusing on processes that lead to the
generation of high-order harmonics and attosecond pulses. In this context, wavefront rotation
can be exploited in different ways, to obtain new light sources for time-resolved studies, called
‘attosecond lighthouses’, to perform time-resolved measurements of nonlinear optical
processes, using ‘photonic streaking’, or to track changes in the carrier–envelope relative
phase of femtosecond laser pulses. The basic principles are explained qualitatively from
different points of view, the experimental evidence obtained so far is summarized, and the
perspectives opened by these effects are discussed.
Keywords: attosecond pulses, high-harmonic generation, ultrafast measurements,
spatio-temporal couplings, femtosecond lasers, nonlinear optics
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of these pulses can be analysed both in the frequency
and time domains. In the frequency domain, the highly
nonlinear response of the system to the field results in
the generation of many harmonic orders of the initial laser
frequency, thus producing a spectrum that is broad enough to
support attosecond pulses, provided the relative phase of these
frequency components is adequate. In the time domain, these
harmonics result from the periodic temporal distortion of the
initially sinusoidal laser waveform, induced by the nonlinear
interaction. If this distortion is well-localized in time on the
scale of the laser optical period, attosecond pulses of light can
be obtained by filtering out the fundamental frequency and
keeping only the frequency components corresponding to this
temporally well-localized distortion.

1. Introduction
The extreme light intensities that can now be attained with
femtosecond lasers have opened the field of highly nonlinear
optics, where the response of a physical system exposed to
the ultraintense laser field is non-perturbative [1, 2]. With the
most powerful lasers now available, the optical response of
electrons driven at relativistic velocities by the laser field can
even be investigated [3].
One major outcome of this extreme regime of nonlinear
optics in the last decade has been the generation, control, and
measurement of attosecond pulses of light (1 as = 10−18 s),
short enough to trigger and probe ultrafast electronic processes
in matter [4–10]. The paradigm underlying the generation
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Figure 1. Focusing of a femtosecond beam exhibiting pulse front tilt. This figure illustrates how this PFT before focusing turns into a
rotation in time of the light propagation direction at focus. The sketch labelled ‘front view’ shows that because of pulse front tilt, the
effective position of the beam on the focusing optics shifts in time, leading to a temporal streaking of the focused light wave vector k.

Measuring and controlling the processes that lead to
the generation of these attosecond pulses has become a key
issue for ultrafast science. For instance, motivated by the
perspective of attosecond pump-probe experiments, many
efforts have been devoted to the development of methods
to generate single attosecond pulses, rather than the trains
of pulses that are naturally produced during the successive
laser periods of a multi-cycle laser pulse [6–11]. Such a
control requires degrees of freedom on the laser field that
can be manipulated on an ultrafast time scale. In the previous
example, the polarization state of the laser field has been one of
the key control parameters exploited so far [7, 8, 10]. However,
its use is restricted to generation mechanisms that have a strong
dependence on this polarization state.
More generally, controlling the interaction of ultraintense
lasers with matter is now a key issue for all topics of highfield science, including processes that are very different from
attosecond pulse generation, such as laser-driven particle
acceleration. A central idea of this paper is that shaping light
fields in both time and space can provide new degrees of
freedom to manipulate matter with intense light, leading to new
experimental capabilities. Laser fields whose spatial properties
vary in time—or equivalently whose temporal properties vary
in space—are said to be spatio-temporally coupled [12].
Here, we will discuss the use of a particular and very basic
spatio-temporal coupling (STC) at the focus of a femtosecond
laser, ultrafast wavefront rotation (WFR), which has first been
explicitly discussed in [13].
We will first explain the basics of WFR, and how it can
affect highly nonlinear optical processes such as the generation
of attosecond light pulses by intense laser fields (section 2).
We then show how this coupling can be exploited on the
one hand to obtain a new type of light sources (section 3),
called attosecond lighthouses, and on the other hand to perform
ultrafast measurements with a resolution of the order of 1 fs, in
a scheme called photonic streaking (section 4). Finally, the use
of this effect to track changes in the carrier–envelope relative
phase (CEP) of femtosecond lasers right in the interaction area
with a target will be presented (section 5).

its control in a simple and intuitive way, avoiding formal
mathematical considerations. We then describe some of the
physical effects that can occur when a femtosecond beam with
such WFR is used to drive highly nonlinear optical effects in a
medium. We will concentrate on the nonlinear effects that lead
to the generation of attosecond pulses of light, such as those
associated to high-order harmonic generation in gases [2] or
plasmas [14]. In this case, WFR leads to some generic effects,
irrespectively of the exact nonlinear mechanism responsible
for the attosecond pulse generation.
2.1. Basics of wavefront rotation

The direction of propagation of light can vary during a
femtosecond laser pulse: this is what physically corresponds
to the STC called WFR. We only consider here the case where
the rotation velocity of this propagation direction is constant
in time, i.e. on what can be called linear WFR. It is intuitively
very simple to understand how to generate such an effect.
This basic principle is illustrated in figure 1, which shows the
configuration of a femtosecond laser beam prior to focusing,
and which leads to linear WFR once the beam is focused.
In figure 1, before focusing, the arrival time t0 of the
femtosecond laser pulse in a given plane z normal to the
propagation direction (i.e. normal to the laser wavefront) varies
linearly with the transverse coordinate x, t0 (x) = ξ x + t0 (0).
This results in a tilt of the location of the pulse maximum
amplitude with respect to the wavefront, and this type of STC is
therefore called pulse front tilt (PFT). ξ is the PFT parameter,
which is typically expressed in fs mm−1 . PFT can be very
easily induced, for instance by propagating the beam through
a prism: because different parts of the beam travel through
different thicknesses of glass, and because the group and phase
velocities in glass are different, the wavefront and pulse front
rotate by different amounts when crossing the prism, thus
resulting in PFT. As we will see later, there are many other
ways to induce PFT.
When the beam of figure 1 is sent on a focusing optics, its
upper part intersects this optics before its lower part. In other
words, in this configuration, the light field effectively sweeps
across the aperture of the focusing optics as time evolves (see
‘front view’ in figure 1). As a result, the upper part of the beam
in figure 1 reaches the focal point before its lower part. The
delay between the arrival at focus of the two extreme sides of
the beam is ξ wi , where wi is the beam diameter on the focusing
optics. This implies that the direction of light at focus sweeps

2. Wavefront rotation and its application to
high-harmonic generation
WFR in time is a linear optical effect, that corresponds to
a particular type of STC on a femtosecond laser beam. In
this section, we first introduce key ideas about WFR and
2
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Figure 2. Detailed view of the focusing of a pulsed beam with PFT, at three different times t1 , t3 , t6 (see figure 1 above). This sketch shows
that for a large pulse front tilt (ξ wi  τi ) the global duration of the beam (as defined in [15]) is ξ wi , and the effective beam width on the
focusing optics at a given time is τi /ξ .

from the light red to the dark red arrow shown on figure 1
in this time interval. It is this change of the light propagation
direction in time that leads to WFR at focus.
Focusing a femtosecond beam with PFT also has other
consequences on the beam focus, which can be easily
understood using the intuitive perspective provided by figure 1,
and the more detailed view of figure 2. Indeed, since different
parts of the beam reach the focus at different times, PFT leads
to a temporal broadening of the pulse at focus. In the limit
where ξ wi  τi (where τi is the local laser pulse duration
out of focus), the duration of the pulse at any point of the
focus will obviously be ξ wi , which is the time required for the
whole beam to sweep across the focusing optics. A rigorous
calculation for Gaussian beams (both in the time and space
domains)
 shows that the actual pulse duration at focus is
τ f = τi 1 + (ξ wi /τi )2 [16]. Note that there is no more PFT
on the beam at focus: the PFT applied on the beam prior to
focusing has been converted into a totally different STC, as
explained in [12, 13].
According to figure 2, because of PFT, only a fraction
of the full beam aperture wi contributes to the formation of
the focal spot at a given time. For large ξ , the effective beam
width on the focusing optics at a given time is of the order of
weff = τi /ξ . This implies that the size w f of the focal spot
along the direction of WFR is affected by this STC : assuming
diffraction-limited focusing and large ξ , it is of the order of
w f = λ f /weff = λ f ξ /τi , while it remains unchanged in the
perpendicular direction, w0 = λ f /wi , leading to an elliptical
focal spot. Like in the time domain, a more
rigorous calculation
for Gaussian beams shows that w f = w0 1 + (ξ wi /τi )2 [16].
The combination of these temporal and spatial
broadenings results in the decrease of the peak intensity at
focus, by a factor 1 + (ξ wi /τi )2 . For this reason, residual PFT
on high-power ultrashort laser beams is generally considered
as detrimental for most experiments. This is in fact not an
impediment for the use of WFR in high-field experiments,
because as we will see below, the maximum value vrmax of the
WFR velocity vr = dθ /dt occurs for a very moderate value
of the PFT [16], and can thus achieved without inducing a too
severe distortion of the pulsed laser beam.
Figure 1 provides a very clear understanding of this
optimum. Indeed, if the PFT ξ is very large, the laser beam then
streaks the aperture of the focusing optics very slowly, leading
to a small value of the WFR velocity. At the other extreme,

Figure 3. The red curve shows the evolution of the WFR velocity as
a function of the PFT parameter ξ . The black curve shows the
evolution with ξ of the ratio of the focal spot size along the direction
of WFR, with the STC-free focal spot size. This also corresponds to
the ratio of the actual pulse duration at focus with the STC-free
Fourier-transform limited pulse duration τi .

if there is no PFT, vr is obviously 0. The highest rotation
velocity is thus achieved for an intermediate PFT, such that
the beam streaks the focusing cone of the optics, of opening
angle θL = wi / f , in the shortest possible time, which cannot
be smaller than the Fourier-transform limited pulse duration
τi . The maximum rotation velocity is thus expected to scale as
θL /τi = wi / f τi . An exact calculation for Gaussian beams leads
to vrmax = wi /2 f τi . Quite intuitively, considering figures 1 and
2, the shorter the laser pulse and/or the tighter the focusing,
the higher the peak rotation velocity that can be achieved.
For Gaussian beams, the WFR velocity is given as a
function of ξ by [16]:
ξ
wi2
.
(1)
f τi2 1 + (wi ξ /τi )2
The evolution of vr with ξ is displayed in figure 3. The optimum
described above is clearly observed. It occurs for a PFT of
ξ = τi /wi , i.e. a time delay across the full diameter wi of the
unfocused beam equal to the initial pulse duration τi . At this
optimum, compared to the
√ STC-free case, the laser focal spot
is elongated by a factor 2 along the direction of WFR, and
the pulse duration is increased by the same factor, leading to a
reduction of the peak intensity by a factor of 2 only.
We now present the connection between the point of view
used here to explain WFR, and the one used in previous
publications on this topic [16–18], which rather relied on
the concept of spatial chirp. Both points of view are equally
valid and useful, and strongly complementary. Figure 4 shows
qualitatively that in a pulsed beam with PFT, the wavefronts
vr (ξ ) =

3
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Figure 4. Complementary point of view on wavefront rotation at focus. The sketch on the left shows the different monochromatic waves
making up a pulsed beam with PFT. The wavefronts on these different waves are not parallel, and they thus have different propagation
directions. Formally, this comes from the fact that a delay τ in the time domain corresponds to a change in phase δϕω = ωτ for frequency ω.
For a pulse front t0 (x) = ξ xi + t0 (0), and a wavefront perpendicular to the z-axis for frequency ω0 , this leads to a phase front ϕω (x) =
ξ xi (ω − ω0 ) for frequency ω, which vary linearly with ω. These different frequency components are therefore focused at different locations,
leading to spatial chirp at focus. The right sketch shows that this spatial chirp leads to wavefront rotation in time at focus.

focal spot of each frequency component remains unaffected).
Spatial chirp also results in a narrowing of the local spectrum
of the field at focus, which, for an initially Fourier-transform
limited pulse, induces a temporal broadening.
We now conclude this subsection by noting that applying
a linear PFT on the beam is not the only way to induce WFR at
focus. A good illustration is the scheme recently proposed by
Heyl et al [22, 23] to generate isolated attosecond pulses, called
noncolinear optical gating, which is conceptually identical to
the attosecond lighthouse effect but implements WFR in a
different way.
In this scheme, two replicas of an initial laser beam are
focused together in a medium. Before focusing, these two
pulses are slightly shifted spatially (by a distance of the
order of their diameter) and temporally. The total laser beam
resulting from this combination exhibits what can be called a
discrete or digitized PFT—i.e. the pulse front presents a sudden
discontinuity in the middle of the beam. Just like continuous
PFT discussed above, this naturally leads to spatial chirp and
WFR at focus (in this case, only around the centre of the focal
spot), provided the phase relationship between the two pulses
is adequate. The WFR velocity gets optimal when the delay
between the two pulses is of the order of the pulse duration,
which is again similar to the case of continuous PFT.

of the different frequency components making up the pulse
are not parallel—in other words, prior to focusing, the beam
exhibits WFR in frequency, rather than in time. As a result,
these frequency components propagate in different directions.
This has been demonstrated more formally in [19], where
Hebling showed that the PFT ξ and the spectral angular
dispersion d /dλ (where (λ) is the angle of propagation
of light at wavelength λ) of a beam are related by:
tan cξ = λ

d
dλ

(2)

with λ the mean wavelength of the beam. Incidentally, this
shows that PFT can be induced not only by using a single
prism, but more generally by propagating the beam through
any optical system that results in spectral angular dispersion.
This is for instance the case of a laser compressor where
the relative angle between gratings or prisms is tuned. Note
however that there are more complex ways of inducing PFT,
in which this simple relationship is no longer valid. This
kind of situation, not considered here, has been analysed in
[12, 20, 21].
When such a beam is focused, the focal spots of the
different frequency components will obviously be centred at
slightly different transverse positions. As a result, the spectrum
of the field changes with the transverse coordinate: this is called
spatial chirp. This is the obvious result of the combination of
an angularly-dispersive optical element with a focusing optics,
which is nothing but a spectrometer. In the time domain, spatial
chirp implies that the laser field oscillates at a central frequency
that varies with the transverse coordinate. As explained in
previous publications [16–18] and illustrated in figure 4, this
naturally leads to WFR in time at focus.
Spatial chirp also provides a simple and alternative way
of understanding the effects of PFT on the beam size and
pulse duration at focus. The overall focal spot gets enlarged in
one direction, because the different frequency components of
the pulse are focused at different positions (while the size of the

2.2. Application to high-harmonic generation

The consequences of using a femtosecond laser beam with
WFR at focus to generate high-order harmonics and attosecond
pulses can be understood very intuitively, without referring to
any detailed model of the generation process. We provide here
two different and complementary qualitative analysis, in two
different spaces.
The most intuitive understanding is achieved by
considering the effects in the space with coordinates time
and propagation angle [16–18]. When attosecond pulses are
produced through the interaction of an intense laser field with
4
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is thus the number of periods in the driving laser pulse—not
its absolute duration—as well as the ratio of the harmonic
and laser divergences—not the absolute value of the harmonic
divergence.
This shows that complete angular separation can only
be achieved if the attosecond pulses have a significantly
smaller divergence than the driving laser beam. This is the
case in typical harmonic generation experiments, owing to
the smaller wavelengths of the harmonics compared to the
driving laser beam. The smaller the ratio of the harmonic
and laser divergence, the longer the laser pulses that can be
used to achieve the complete separation of the attosecond
beamlets. The largest suitable pulse duration is given by
τic = (θL /2pθn )TL . Any pulse shorter than τic is also suitable:
then it is no longer necessary to work at the optimum WFR
velocity, so that weaker PFT can be used, with even less impact
on the laser properties at focus.
An estimate of the maximum acceptable laser pulse
durations required to achieve the complete angular separation
can be made by considering the most favourable case, which
occurs when the size of the harmonic beam in the generation
medium is the same as (or comparable to) the laser focal spot
size (i.e. the nonlinearity of the generation process is very
weak), and the harmonic has a flat spatial phase in the source
plane. In this case, θn /θL = 1/n, where n is the harmonic order.
The condition given by equation (4) then leads to a maximum
acceptable laser pulse duration τic :

Figure 5. Illustration of the consequences of WFR on the attosecond

pulses generated by an intense femtosecond laser pulse, in the case
of plasma mirrors. Reprinted with permission from [17]. Copyright
2012 Nature Publishing Group.

a medium, they are emitted around certain phases of the
field, typically once or twice every laser cycle (of duration
TL ), depending on the symmetry of the system. As a first
approximation, their propagation direction is along the normal
of the instantaneous laser wavefront at the generation time.
Thus, if the laser wavefront rotates in time with a velocity
vr , and if p attosecond pulses are emitted in each laser cycle
(p = 1 or 2), a change β = vr TL /p will be imprinted on the
propagation directions of successive attosecond pulses.
When a multi-cycle laser pulse with WFR is used for
the generation, it still produces a train of attosecond pulses at
each point of the focus. But compared to the STC-free case,
the propagation direction of each of these pulses is correlated
to its emission time in the train. If properly optimized, this
effect can be exploited to obtain, after diffraction from the
source, separate beamlets for each individual attosecond pulses
of the train generated at focus, as illustrated in figure 5. In
order to achieve this complete angular separation of successive
attosecond pulses, the angular shift β obviously needs to be
larger than the divergence θn of the attosecond pulses obtained
by selecting a frequency window around the nth harmonic
order, i.e.
β = vr TL /p  θn .

τic = (n/2p)TL .

(5)

This equation shows that when few-cycle laser pulses are
used (τi ≈ 2), complete angular separation can occur for all
harmonic orders n  4 (assuming p = 1). For high-enough
harmonic orders n  20, equation (5) suggests that multicycle driving laser pulses can in principle be used to produce
well-separated attosecond pulses (τi  10TL for p = 1, which
corresponds to 25 fs for an 800 nm laser field). For so highharmonic orders, however, the assumptions used to derive
equation (5) are unlikely to be accurate (in particular, the
harmonic source size is generally significantly smaller than
the laser focal spot for such orders), so that this equation
should then only be considered as a necessary condition. In
this regime, the main issue is to keep a value of θn /θL close to
its minimum 1/n, as will be discussed in the next section.
We now briefly turn to an analysis of the effect in a
different space, which coordinates are frequency and position
at focus. According to the previous discussion, it is possible to
generate a train of attosecond pulses at focus, and nonetheless
obtain isolated attosecond pulses after propagation to the farfield. The latter have a continuous spectrum, while the former
has a spectrum made of harmonic peaks, separated by spectral
gaps. This at first sight seems to contradict a well-known
principle of optics: the linear propagation of a light beam in a
stationary medium does not affect its total frequency content,
i.e. the spectral intensity of the light integrated in a plane
normal to the propagation axis Oz does not vary with the z
coordinate.
Figure 6 explains why there is in fact no contradiction.
At each transverse position in the generation medium, a train

(3)

As explained in the previous subsection, for given laser
parameters, vr has an upper value vrmax = θL /2τi , where
θL = wi / f is the divergence of the focused laser beam used
for the generation. Introducing this constraint in the previous
equation leads to the following necessary condition to achieve
a complete angular separation of the successive attosecond
pulses:
1
(4)
θn /θL 
2pNc
with Nc the initial laser pulse duration (before focusing)
expressed in laser periods TL , i.e. Nc = τi /TL . What matters
5
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The left graph shows the spatially-resolved harmonic spectrum generated at the focus of a laser-field with spatial chirp (and hence
WFR) as a function of the transverse coordinate x f . The right graph shows the spatially-integrated spectral intensity of this beam, obtained
by integrating the left graph along x f . Due to the tilt of the harmonics, this spectrum becomes continuous beyond nsep , potentially allowing
for the generation of isolated attosecond pulses after propagation.

Figure 7. Simulation of the effect of an initial PFT applied to a laser driving HHG on a plasma mirror in the relativistic interaction regime
(see section 4), for a laser pulse with τi = 10TL , wi = 70 mm, focused with an optics of focal length f = 200 mm. The first column shows
the WFR velocity achieved at focus, as a function of the PFT applied before focusing. The second one displays the 2D Fourier-transform of
the harmonic field, in the (kx , kz ) space, showing the harmonic spectrum that is generated and its angular properties. The third column shows
a spatial intensity map of the attosecond pulses that are obtained after diffraction many Rayleigh lengths away from the source, by spectral
filtering between the 70th and 80th harmonic orders.

of attosecond pulses is generated, associated in the spectral
domain to a comb of harmonics. Due to the spatially-varying
laser frequency ωL (x f ) at focus, the frequencies of these
harmonics vary in space, ωn = nωL (x f ). This is why the
spatially-resolved harmonic peaks are tilted in figure 6(a).
Due to this tilt, when the harmonic order reaches a large
enough value nsep , all spectral gaps get filled up in the
spatially-integrated spectrum, which thus becomes continuous
(figure 6(b)). This continuous integrated spectrum at focus is
a required condition for the generation of isolated attosecond
pulses in the far-field, since the subsequent propagation does
not affect the total frequency content of the beam.

To conclude this part, figure 7 illustrates the evolution
of the harmonic beams and attosecond pulses emitted upon
the interaction of a laser pulse with a nonlinear medium,
for different WFR velocities (as shown in the first column).
The evolution from a train of attosecond pulses in the
far-field, associated to a spectrum made of well-separated
harmonic peaks, to a collection of angularly-separated isolated
attosecond pulses, associated to continuous spectra, is clearly
observed around the PFT that optimizes the WFR velocity.
The details of the model used for this calculation are provided
in [16, 24], but are not specified here since these effects
6
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Sketch of the angular profiles of three successive attosecond pulses emitted by an attosecond lighthouse. The blue Gaussians
correspond to the angular profiles of these three individual attosecond pulses. The dashed red line, which is the sum of these three curves,
corresponds to the signal that would be measured on a spatial detector in an experiment. The slit shown below the x-axis spatially filters the
yellow part of the central beamlet, which corresponds to a fraction F of the central beamlet total energy. But this slit also lets the edges of
the adjacent beamlets through (blue and orange hatched areas), which has consequences in the time domain. This is illustrated in (b), which
shows the angularly-integrated temporal intensity profile of the field going through the slit. The central pulse, in yellow, corresponds to the
yellow area in (a), while the satellite pulses in blue and orange are due to the blue and orange hatched areas in (a). The ratio in peak intensity
between the satellite pulses and the central one is defined as γ , and is equal to 0.25 in this illustration. From the supplementary information
of [16]. Reprinted with permission from [16]. Copyright 2011 American Physical Society.

correspond to a generic behaviour, independent of the exact
generation mechanism that is involved.
In the next two sections, we discuss the different
applications of this effect of WFR on high-order harmonic
and attosecond pulse generation, for the generation of light
sources and for ultrafast measurements.

isolated attosecond pulse, a slit needs to be placed in the beam
in the far-field, centred on one of the beamlets. In experiments,
this spatial filtering can be achieved by the optics used to
collect and manipulate this beamlet.
The optimum width l of this slit is the result of a
compromise, as illustrated in figure 8. The larger the value
of l, relative to the size of the beamlet, the larger the fraction
F of the beamlet energy that is retained in this spatial filtering.
But, on the other hand, a larger slit lets more of the adjacent
beamlets through, and this degrades the temporal contrast ratio
γ of the obtained attosecond pulse, which is a key parameter
for attosecond pump-probe experiments.
The goal is thus to maximize F, i.e. to keep the largest
possible fraction of the beamlet energy, while minimizing γ ,
i.e. getting the weakest possible satellite pulses in the time
domain. The larger the angular separation β (see figure 5
in previous section) between adjacent beamlets, relative to
the divergence θn of the individual beamlets, the better this
compromise can be. This angular separation increases with the
WFR velocity, which can reach larger values when a driving
laser pulse with fewer optical cycles is used.
This optimization problem can be expressed rather easily
in mathematical terms, and the resulting equations are provided
in the online supplementary information associated to [16]. We
illustrate the results of this analysis in a particular case, where
a driving laser pulse of initial duration τi = 9TL (≈ 23 fs at
800 nm) is used at the optimum WFR velocity, and generates
one attosecond pulse every period in a nonlinear medium.
Figure 9 plots, as a function of F and γ , the maximum
acceptable ratio of the harmonic divergence and laser
divergence, θn /θL , that is needed to be able to keep a fraction F
of one of the generated beamlets, and at the same time achieve
a temporal contrast ratio γ . This shows that for a broad range
of retained energy fraction F, in order to obtain a contrast ratio
between 1% and 10%, θn /θL needs to be slightly smaller than
0.1. Achieving such divergence ratios is in principle possible,
but turns out to be rather challenging in practice. For this
reason, as we will see in the next part, the initial experimental

3. Attosecond lighthouses as new light sources
The generation of isolated attosecond pulses is a crucial step
towards time-resolved experiments with attosecond resolution,
and has therefore been a key challenge in attosecond science
since its very start [11]. WFR does not only provide a simple
and elegant solution to this problem, but even enables the
generation of a new type of light sources, called attosecond
lighthouses, consisting in a collection of angularly-separated
beamlets carrying isolated attosecond pulses. We first discuss
the principle of these sources in more details, then present
the first experimental evidence of attosecond lighthouses
obtained in gases and plasmas, and compare this method to
other approaches that have been used or proposed to generate
isolated attosecond pulses. Attosecond lighthouses open new
perspectives for attosecond science, which are discussed in the
last subsection.
3.1. Key ideas

WFR makes it possible to obtain isolated attosecond pulses
by inducing a ‘complete’ angular separation in the far-field
of the adjacent attosecond pulses produced in the generation
medium. We have already derived in subsection 2.2 the
condition that needs to be fulfilled to achieve such an angular
separation. This condition is however only qualitative: if the
individual beamlets are assumed to have Gaussian spatial
profiles, they always overlap to some extent and, strictly
speaking, can never be fully-separated.
A quantitative analysis has been provided in the online
supplementary information associated to [16]. We summarize
here the key ideas and show some typical results. To obtain an
7
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effect: the first one on harmonics generated from initially solid
targets, performed at Laboratoire d’Optique Appliquée (salle
noire laser) in France [17], and the second one on harmonics
generated in gases, at the National Research Council of
Canada [18]. In order to achieve high WFR velocities, both
experiments used few-cycle long driving laser pulses, provided
by 1 kHz phase-stabilized laser systems, post-compressed after
spectral broadening in a hollow-core fibre. In both cases, an
adjustable amount of PFT was introduced on the laser beam
prior to focusing, simply by rotating one of the prisms in the
pair used to fine tune the duration of the few-cycle laser pulse,
as sketched on figures 10 and 12. This led to an adjustable
WFR velocity at focus, where harmonic generation occurs on
the target.
In the first experiment [17], the laser beam was focused
onto a rotating fused silica target using an off-axis parabolic
mirror, with a numerical aperture of f /1.7 leading to a focal
spot size of 1.8 μm. With a pulse duration of 7 fs, the ≈ 1 mJ
pulse energy resulted in a peak intensity at focus estimated to
be just below 1018 W cm−2 . At these intensities, the surface of
the solid target gets fully ionized early in the rising edge of the
laser pulse, resulting in the formation of a dense plasma, which
is reflective for the incident laser. For femtosecond durations,
the plasma expansion during the laser pulse remains very
weak. The plasma-vacuum interface thus remains opticallyflat, forming what is called a plasma mirror, which specularly
reflects the laser beam. At ultrahigh laser intensities, the
response of the plasma mirror to the field becomes nonlinear,
and high-order harmonics, associated in the time domain to a
train of attosecond pulses [25], are generated upon reflection
of the beam. In the conditions of the experiment described
here, this occurred through a mechanism known as coherent
wake emission (CWE) [26].
Two different diagnostics were used to study this
emission. The first one measures the angularly-resolved
spectrum in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) (last column
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Figure 9. This graph plots the ratio of harmonic and laser
divergences, θn /θL , that is required to obtain a single attosecond
pulse produced by an attosecond lighthouse, with (1) a given
intensity contrast ratio γ with its satellite pulses and (2) a fraction F
of its total energy going through the slit used for spatial filtering.
This calculation has been done for a driving laser pulse of Nc = 9
optical periods duration before focusing, and assuming p = 1
attosecond pulse generated per laser cycle. Larger values of θn /θL
would be obtained for a shorter driving laser pulse.

demonstrations of attosecond lighthouses have been achieved
with significantly shorter pulses (Nc ≈ 2–3), which allow for
larger WFR velocity, and hence make it possible to achieve
a good angular separation of adjacent attosecond pulses even
with larger values of θn /θL .
3.2. Experimental and numerical evidence in gases and
plasmas

We now turn to the first experimental demonstrations of the
generation of attosecond lighthouses. Two experiments have
been performed shortly after the theoretical analysis of this

Figure 10. Schematic of the experiment performed at LOA on harmonics generated through the CWE mechanism on plasma mirrors created
on initially solid targets, at intensities ≈1018 W cm−2 . Reprinted with permission from [17]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.
8
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Main experimental results of the LOA experiment. Left column: spatially resolved spectra of the driving laser field at focus for an
increasing relative tilt of the prisms (0, 10 and 55◦ for (a)–(c), respectively). Second column: calculated laser electric field E(y, t ) at focus
(with the blue-to-red colour scale corresponding to values of E  0, while all values of E  0 are displayed in dark blue), deduced from the
first column by a Fourier-transform with respect to frequency, assuming a constant phase in space and frequency. Third column: measured
spatial EUV beam profile for a fixed arbitrary value of the CEP of the laser. Rightmost column: corresponding EUV spectra recorded at the
centre of the spatial beam profile. Reprinted with permission from [17]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.

of spatial chirp has been increased until the rotation angle β
of the wavefront in one laser period reaches the considerable
value of 39 mrad. Note that due to the tight focusing geometry
and the short duration of the laser pulse, the maximum possible
value of β achievable in this experiment was estimated
to be even larger, around 80 mrad. In these conditions, the
observed XUV beam consists of a collection of well-separated
beamlets. According to the discussion of subsection 2.2, each
of these beamlets corresponds to a single attosecond pulses, a
conclusion that is supported by the fact that the spectrum of
the central beamlet is now continuous.
Even after the principle of attosecond lighthouses had
been clearly established in the case of HHG from plasma
mirrors, first by numerical simulations [16] and then by
the experiment just described [17], the applicability of this
scheme to HHG in gases initially remained unclear: this
generation scheme involves both propagation and phase
matching effects in the generation medium, which were
considered to potentially complicate the effect of WFR on
the generated attosecond pulses. This issue was first solved
in [18], which presented experimental and numerical results
unambiguously demonstrating that in appropriate conditions,
attosecond lighthouses can also be generated from gases. Note
that this is in principle slightly more demanding than HHG
from plasma mirrors, since in the former case two attosecond

in figure 11). Given the large divergence of the laser and
harmonic beam, it only captures a small fraction of the
XUV beam near its centre. The other diagnostic, sketched in
figure 10, simply records the spatial profile of the reflected
beam in the XUV (third column in figure 11). The laser
beam itself is diagnosed at focus by measuring the spatiallyresolved spectrum along the direction of WFR (first column
in figure 11), to determine the spatial chirp at focus that
results from the rotation of the prism. Assuming Fouriertransform limited pulses, this makes it possible to determine
the WFR velocity, simply by performing a Fourier-transform
with respect to frequency to obtain the laser field in time and
space (second column in figure 11).
Figure 11 shows the evolution of these different quantities
when the PFT applied on the beam prior to focusing is
increased. When no PFT is introduced (first line), the laser
spectrum at focus hardly varies across the focal spot, leading to
a wavefront velocity close to zero. All the attosecond pulses are
then emitted along the same direction, and we detect a single
XUV beam on the detector, with a spectrum consisting of
harmonic-like peaks [27]. When PFT is intendedly introduced
by rotating one of the prisms (second line), the laser beam has
spatial chirp at focus, leading to a WFR in time. The harmonic
beam then starts to elongate in the direction where PFT has
been induced. Finally, in the last line of figure 11, the amount
9
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Figure 12. Schematic of the experiment performed at NRC on harmonics generated in atomic and molecular gases, at intensities

≈1014 W cm−2 . Reprinted with permission from [18]. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.
(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Main experimental results of the NRC experiment. Panels (a) and (b) show the angularly resolved XUV spectrum (colour map)

generated in Ne without (a) and with (b) WFR, in linear colour code. At the bottom of each graph, the XUV spectrum at one angle
(indicated by the horizontal arrow) is shown by the solid lines. Note that the CEP of the laser was stabilized in (b), but not in (a). Reprinted
with permission from [18]. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.

pulses are generated in each laser cycle (p = 2), instead of
one only (p = 1) in the later case. In gases, twice shorter laser
pulses are thus required to achieve the same angular separation
β between successive attosecond pulses as in the case of
plasma mirrors, assuming identical focusing conditions.
The set-up of the experiment performed in gases is
sketched in figure 12. The laser beam was focused onto
a gas jet (Ne or N2 ) with an off-axis parabolic mirror of
300 mm focal length, leading to peak intensity of up to a few
1014 W cm−2 . The diagnostic, as in the previous experiment,
consisted in measuring the angularly-resolved XUV spectrum.
However, in this case, because the divergence of the beam
was much smaller than in the previous experiment due to
the looser focusing of the driving laser beam, it was possible
to simultaneously measure the spectra of all the beamlets
produced by the lighthouse effect. This led to the type of results
displayed in figure 13. Panel (a) shows the measurements in
the absence of PFT on the driving beam. A single XUV beam
is observed, with a spectrum consisting of well-separated
harmonic peaks (except near the spectral cut-off), typical
of a train of attosecond pulses. When a PFT leading to a

significant WFR velocity at focus is introduced, this beam
splits in a collection of ≈4 beamlets, as is expected in the
attosecond lighthouse effect. The spectrum of each beamlet
is only slightly modulated in amplitude, due to the slight
residual overlap between adjacent beamlets, that leads to weak
satellite attosecond pulses in the time domain. These beamlets
correspond to the individual attosecond pulses emitted every
half laser optical period in the generation medium.
A question that is often raised about this attosecond
lighthouse effect is how it affects the individual attosecond
pulses, and more specifically whether or not WFR induces
significant STC on these pulses, that would spoil their duration
and prevent their use in time-resolved experiments. The
intuitive answer is that, because WFR is significant on the
scale on the laser optical period (2.6 fs for an 800 nm
wavelength) but very weak on the attosecond time scale,
hardly any distortion is expected on individual attosecond
pulses. In fact, the STC potentially induced on the attosecond
pulses are best understood by considering the laser field
configuration at focus, which is characterized by a spatial
chirp. Because the harmonic spectral intensity and spectral
phase generally depend on the driving laser central wavelength,
10
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this spatial chirp implies that the exact temporal properties of
the attosecond pulses produced at focus in principle change
with the radial coordinate. This potentially leads to highorder STC, such as a spatially-dependent attosecond temporal
chirp. But this variation of the harmonic emission properties
is moderate over the spectral width of the driving laser pulse,
so that these STC are expected to be weak.
These qualitative answers could not be validated in the two
previous experiments, since no temporal measurement was
performed on the individual beamlets, and spatio-temporal
metrology of attosecond pulses is anyway still in a very
early stage [28]. But this issue can be addressed accurately
in numerical simulations, which are now very reliable both
for gases and plasmas. To this end, we use 2D particle-in-cell
simulations with the CALDER code in the case of plasmas.
For HHG in gases, we used a standard 2D simulation code,
described in [29, 30] and summarized in section 2 of the
supplementary material of [18], and which in particular takes
into account phase matching and propagation effects (both for
the laser and the harmonic beams).
The results of such simulations are displayed in
figures 14–16, where the attosecond pulses obtained without
and with WFR are compared, for the two generation
processes occurring on plasma mirrors (CWE in figure 14
and the relativistic oscillating mirror (ROM) in figure 15—see
section 3.4 about this mechanism), and for HHG in gases
(figure 16). In all cases, the individual attosecond pulses
generated with WFR have a temporal structure similar to the
ones obtained without WFR. No significant low-order STC
such as PFT is observed either on these pulses, nor any higher
order STC, such as pulse front curvature or a variation of the
temporal structure across the beam. As a result, the spatiallyintegrated temporal intensity profile of a single attosecond
pulse, isolated by the lighthouse effect, is almost identical
to the one of the same pulse within the attosecond pulse
train produced in the absence of WFR. This demonstrates that
the attosecond lighthouse effect hardly alters the duration of
individual attosecond pulses.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14. Results of 2D particle-in-cell simulations for HHG from
plasma mirrors performed with the CALDER code in the CWE
regime (5 fs initial pulse duration τi with a peak intensity 7 ×
1017 W cm−2 , density gradient scale length λL /70, 45◦ incidence,
p-polarization). Panel (a) corresponds to the case without WFR,
while in panel (b), WFR has been introduced with an optimized
velocity. Both panels display the E-field obtained by filtering the
reflected radiation between harmonics 8 and 13, after the pulses
have propagated away from the target a distance large compared to
the Rayleigh length of the EUV radiation. This field is plotted as a
function of time and propagation angle. Panel (c) plots the
corresponding temporal intensity profiles (dashed black, without
WFR-red, with WFR), spatially integrated between the horizontal
lines shown in panels (a) and (b), of equal widths.

3.3. Comparison with other temporal gating techniques

(iii) Ionization gating. This consists in adjusting the generation
conditions in such a way that the ionization of the
generation medium—which leads to depletion of the
generating atoms and/or affects phase matching—acts as
a temporal gate. When properly optimized, this leads to
the generation of isolated attosecond pulses [37–43].

Several other methods have been developed for both gas and
plasmas in the pursuit of generating isolated attosecond pulses
[11, 31, 32]. In gases, the main gating techniques are:
(i) High frequency filtering. This consists in using a fewcycle laser pulse for the generation, and filtering the
high-frequency end of the obtained XUV spectrum [9].
In gases, the harmonic spectral cut-off depends on the laser
intensity, so that the highest harmonics are only generated
around the peak of the laser pulse, which can amount
to a single half-laser-cycle—hence leading to a single
attosecond pulse—if the laser pulse is short enough, and
for an appropriate CEP of the field [33, 34].
(ii) Polarization gating. This consists in using a laser pulse
which polarization state progressively varies from circular
to linear and then back to circular. Since HHG in gases
is suppressed for ellipticities  0.1, a single attosecond
pulse can be obtained if the variation of in time is fast
enough [7, 35, 36].

All these schemes have been demonstrated experimentally
and validated numerically. Note that they all require a
stabilization of the laser CEP in order to ensure shot-to-shot
reproducibility of the generated attosecond pulses. They can
be combined with ω − 2ω mixing, where a small amount
of second harmonic 2ω is added to the fundamental driving
laser frequency ω [44]. Adjusting the relative power and phase
of these two frequencies can result in the emission of only
one attosecond pulse per optical period of the fundamental
frequency. This leads to a larger time interval between
successive attosecond pulses, and thus facilitates the isolation
of a single pulse. The combination of ω − 2ω mixing and
11
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

Figure 16. Results of 2D simulations for HHG from gases (5 fs
initial pulse duration τi with a peak intensity 5 × 1014 W cm−2 ,
focused with a Rayleigh length of 400 μm, 200 μm before a Ne gas
medium with a super Gaussian density profile of 100 μm length and
10 mbar pressure). The quantities that are plotted are the same as in
figures 14 and 15, except that here the harmonics have been filtered
between orders 20 and 120 (which includes all the plateau
harmonics).

Figure 15. Results of 2D particle-in-cell simulations for HHG from

plasma mirrors performed with the CALDER code in the ROM
regime (17 fs initial pulse duration τi with a peak intensity
7.8 × 1019 W cm−2 , density gradient scale length λL /200, 45◦
incidence, p-polarization). The quantities that are plotted are the
same as in figure 14, except that here the harmonics have been
filtered between orders 18 and 23.

polarization gating—a scheme known as double optical gating
(DOG)—has proved very successful [10, 45].
In the case of plasma mirrors, different gating techniques
have been proposed theoretically, which have been largely
inspired by the schemes developed for gases. However, these
schemes suffer from severe limitations, which have prevented
their experimental demonstration so far.

varying ellipticity is challenging with the high-power
lasers used for HHG from plasmas.
(iii) The λ3 scheme. The main idea consists in focusing very
tightly (area ≈ λ2 ) a short laser pulse on a slightly
overdense plasma in order to deform its critical surface in
time, and thus to dynamically change the reflection angle
of the laser, i.e. the direction of emission of the attosecond
pulses [48]. This interesting idea suffers from several
drawback. Numerical simulations show that this only
provides isolated attosecond pulses when few-cycle laser
pulses are used (hence the name λ3 ), like in high frequency
filtering. Moreover, it is difficult to create a plasma with
a density equal to a few times the critical density. Finally,
this technique hardly provides any control on the direction
of emission of the attosecond pulses, which makes it
difficult to use in any application experiment.

(i) High frequency filtering. This is the same idea as in gases
[46], but a practical impediment is that it is challenging,
although possible, to generate few-cycle pulses with
enough energy to reach the intensities required for HHG
from plasmas. In addition, this idea does not apply to
CWE, for which the harmonic spectrum hardly depends
on laser intensity. As a result, driving CWE with fewcycle pulses still leads to the emission of attosecond pulse
trains [27].
(ii) Polarization gating. Like in gases, HHG from plasmas can
be sensitive to the ellipticity of the field [47]. However, this
is restricted to near-normal incidence on target, because
for oblique incidence HHG occurs even with circularly
polarized light. This is a serious drawback of this scheme,
since the generation efficiency gets strongly reduced at
near-normal incidence. In addition, generating a time-

The last two schemes have not been demonstrated
experimentally yet. For high frequency filtering, only some
indirect evidence has been obtained [49], in the ROM
regime (see next subsection 3.4 about this mechanism), but
without shot-to-shot reproducibility due to the lack of CEP
stabilization. To date, the only clear evidence of isolated
12
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temporal blurring can be taken into account and eliminated in
the data analysis. For measurements performed on particles
emitted by the system, where the previous solution cannot
be applied, a solution to eliminate this blurring—which is
however technologically challenging—would be to induce
adequate PFT’s at focus on the different attosecond beamlets,
as is done for the optimization of noncollinear sum-frequency
generation.
In the perspective of such applications, a key technical
challenge to address in the coming years will be to obtain
attosecond lighthouses with longer driving laser pulses. As
discussed before, this is in principle possible, but it requires
getting small values of the ratio θn /θL of the harmonic and
laser beam divergences, as close as possible to the minimum
value 1/n. In practice, the main difficulty to achieve this
condition is to mitigate the spatial curvature of the harmonic
phase in the source plane, that tends to considerably increase
θn /θL . This curvature typically results from the dependence
of the harmonic phase on the spatially-varying driving laser
intensity. This detrimental effect occurred in both experiments
described above, where the so-called intrinsic phase of the
harmonics is known to depend in both cases on the driving laser
intensity. This effect can be compensated a least partially by
using spatially-curved wavefronts for the driving laser, which
is easily achieved by placing the generation medium slightly
out-of-focus (see e.g. [50, 51]). Another possible approach
would consist in using a top-hat laser intensity profile at focus,
which is in principle possible, but not so simple in practice, in
particular with high-power lasers such as those used for HHG
from plasmas.
Other solutions are possible, which are more specific to
particular generation mechanisms. In the case of HHG in
gases, WFR can be implemented in combination with ω − 2ω
mixing. By reducing the repetition rate of the attosecond
pulse emission, this relaxes the condition on the ratio θn /θL
required to get an attosecond lighthouse by a factor of
2 (p = 1 instead of 2 in equation (4)). With this combination,
attosecond lighthouses could be generated in gases with pulses
twice longer than in the previous experiment, i.e. 10 fs or
longer. Pulses in the 20 fs range might even be adequate by
simultaneously minimizing the ratio θn /θL , using one of the
approaches previously described.
In the case of plasmas, another physical mechanism
can lead to the generation of attosecond pulses, which is
in certain conditions more favourable than CWE for the
attosecond lighthouse scheme. This mechanism is the ROM
process, in which the laser-driven periodic oscillation of the
plasma mirror surface induces a periodic Doppler effect on
the reflected light, leading to a conversion of a part of the
laser field energy to higher frequencies [52]. This frequency
conversion becomes efficient when the oscillation motion
involves relativistic velocities, which typically occurs for laser
intensities exceeding 1018 W cm−2 at 800 nm. XUV light is
generated each time the plasma surface moves outward, which
only occurs in a small fraction of the laser optical period. The
emission therefore occurs in the form of a train of attosecond
pulses.
For this emission mechanism, the spatial phase of the
harmonics originates from the denting of the plasma surface,

Figure 17. Possible schematic for an attosecond pump-attosecond

probe experiment using an attosecond lighthouse source.

attosecond pulses generated from plasmas was obtained using
the attosecond lighthouse scheme [17].
Compared to all these gating technique, the lighthouse
effect has several very significant advantages. It is universal,
i.e. it in principle applies to any HHG mechanism that
leads to the generation of attosecond pulses, provided the
condition given by equation (4) can be fulfilled. It is the
only scheme that generates a collection of spatially-separated
isolated attosecond pulses in well-controlled directions, which
has promising applications for time-resolved experiments, as
described in the next subsection. The implementation of this
gating scheme is of unprecedented simplicity, since it only
requires a slight rotation of one of the optics in the typical
laser chains used for HHG. As opposed to high frequency
filtering, it isolates the attosecond pulses over the almost entire
spectral bandwidth of the emission, as polarization gating
does. But, as opposed to polarization gating, it only weakly
affects the generating conditions and hardly compromises the
generation efficiency, and can be implemented at different laser
wavelengths (e.g. in the far infrared) in a very straightforward
way. Finally, it has the potential to generate isolated attosecond
pulses with many-cycle long driving laser pulses, possibly at
the cost of a slightly more complicated experimental scheme,
as discussed in the next subsection.
3.4. Future applications and evolutions of the scheme

In terms of applications, the fact that attosecond lighthouses
provide a collection of spatially-separated and perfectlysynchronized isolated attosecond pulses opens very interesting
perspectives. This scheme is well-suited to future attosecond
pump-probe experiments, since a selection of some of the
beamlets could be refocused on a target with variable delays.
In the simplest of these schemes, one of the beamlets would
be used as a pump, and another as a probe, as illustrated in
figure 17. More sophisticated schemes can be foreseen, which
will be discussed in the conclusion.
A potential problem in this kind of scheme is the loss
of temporal resolution occurring because of the crossing
angle between the different beams in the medium. This could
be an impediment for experiments that really require the
ultimate temporal resolution determined by the duration of
the attosecond pulses. This temporal blurring can however
be minimized by an optimized focusing geometry of the
different beamlets, for instance by focusing one beam much
more tightly than the other in the target medium. It can even
be overcome in different ways. One is to perform spatiallyresolved measurements on the probe beam, in which case the
13
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18. PIC simulation of an attosecond lighthouse generated by the ROM mechanism, where a driving laser pulse of 17 fs initial pulse

duration is used at optimal WFR velocity. Panel (a) shows that all the XUV beamlets are well-separated angularly. Therefore a single pulse
with a good temporal contrast can be selected with a slit, as presented in (b), where the blue dashed line shows the spatially-integrated
intensity temporal profile of the attosecond pulse train in the absence of WFR, and the red line shows the spatially-integrated intensity
temporal profile of pulse filtered by the slit in the case with WFR. Reprinted with permission from [16]. Copyright 2011 American Physical
Society.

under the effect of the spatially-inhomogeneous radiation
pressure and ponderomotive force exerted by the laser as
it reflects on the surface [51, 53]. Because the plasma is
typically highly-overdense in these experiments, this denting,
and hence the spatial phase it induces on the harmonic beam,
remain limited if the density gradient at the plasma surface
is very steep [51, 54]. When this is not the case, it can be
well compensated by slightly defocusing the driving laser
beam [51] as long as the laser intensity does not reach the
ultrarelativistic regime, i.e. I  1020 W cm−2 at 800 nm
typically. In these conditions, values of θn /θL smaller than
0.1 can be achieved, so that attosecond lighthouses should be
obtained with laser pulse durations in the 20 fs range. This
has been confirmed with 2D PIC simulations where ROM
attosecond pulses were generated by a 17 fs driving laser pulse
with a PFT optimizing the WFR velocity (figure 18) [16], on
a plasma mirror with a very steep interface (density gradient
scale length λL /200).
In the longer term, there are more speculative extensions
of the attosecond lighthouse scheme. In particular, one exciting
question is whether it is possible to use WFR to induce a
time-to-angle mapping on the electron beams generated when
an intense laser interacts with a target, in order to obtain
a collection of ultrashort—potentially attosecond—electron
bunches, i.e. a kind of ‘electron machine gun’.

produced by applying WFR to the driving laser pulse provides
a direct means of adding temporal resolution, within the
driving laser pulse, to this spectroscopic scheme, with limited
perturbation of the generation process. This approach for
ultrafast measurements has been called ‘photonic streaking’
[18]. The underlying principle and its implementation are the
same as described in the previous sections, but the collection
of attosecond beamlets is now exploited in a totally different
way—no longer as a light source, but as a source of additional
information.
We first describe the basic idea of this measurement
scheme, then summarize the key results of its first
experimental demonstration in gases, and finally discuss
possible applications and extensions for the future.
4.1. General idea: angular mapping of the temporal dynamics

In conventional optics, fast temporal measurements can be
achieved using different types of streak cameras. Among
these, mechanical streak cameras use a rotating mirror [55]
as shown in figure 19(a). The incoming light pulse is reflected
by a rotating mirror, and is deflected into different directions
depending on its arrival time on this rotating mirror. The
reflected light is thus angularly swept, and the temporal
variation of the input light directly mapped on a detector placed
at some distance from the mirror, with a typical temporal
resolution of a few nano-seconds [55].
Likewise, the key idea of the photonic streaking
measurement scheme is to encode temporal information in
space, or equivalently in angle, as illustrated in figure 19(b).
Rotation velocities considerably higher than those involved
in mechanical streak cameras are now obtained by inducing
WFR on a femtosecond laser pulse, thus enabling much
better temporal resolution, down to the femtosecond range.
This pulse then drives HHG in a medium, generating a train
of attosecond pulses, each of them carrying information on
the generation medium and its interaction with the field at
the time of generation. As they propagate in the far-field,

4. Ultrafast measurements using photonic
streaking
In the last decade, HHG has been increasingly exploited
as a new, highly nonlinear spectroscopic scheme to gather
information on the generation medium, in particular to study
molecules in the gas phase: an intense laser pulse generates
harmonics in a medium, and the properties of the harmonic
emission (e.g. spectral intensity and phase, polarization)
carry information on the generation medium, e.g. on the
molecular orbitals involved in the generation. From this point
of view, the collection of attosecond beamlets that can be
14
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(a) Streak camera

(b) Photonic streaking

Rotating
mirror

Rotating
wavefront

Figure 19. (a) A schematic diagram of a mechanical streak camera that uses a rotating mirror. (b) A schematic diagram of the photonic

streaking technique that uses ultrafast wavefront rotation of a femtosecond laser pulse.
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(b)
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Figure 20. (a) E-field of the attosecond pulse train as a function of space and time in the far-field, in the presence of WFR at focus. The

attosecond pulses are calculated from 250 μm-long Ne medium using a Gaussian laser pulse with an intensity of 4.8 × 1014 W cm−2 and
8.5 fs duration at focus. The central wavelength of the laser beam varies from 680 to 850 nm across the beam size of 40 μm (FWHM). Panel
(b) shows the temporal intensity profile of the emission (red), obtained by integrating along the propagation angle (i.e. along the red arrow in
(a)), and the angular intensity distribution (blue), obtained by integrating along time (i.e. along the blue arrow in (a)). The reduced contrast
of the peaks in the blue curve compared to those in the red curve is due to the fact that photonic streaking measures a convolution of the
temporal profile of the attosecond pulse train with the angular profile of the attosecond pulses.

these attosecond pulses separate angularly: this enables direct
measurements of their individual properties, which thus gives
access to time-resolved information along the driving laser
pulse. Here, the angular sweeping is optically induced and
controlled—hence the name ‘photonic streaking’ [18].
We now illustrate the spatial mapping of a temporal
evolution in photonic streaking, with a simulation of HHG in
gases, now performed with the simple model described in the
first part of the supplementary material of [18]. Figure 20(a)
shows a calculated map of the E-field of the generated
attosecond pulses as a function of space and time, in the farfield. Successive attosecond pulses are temporally separated
by δt = TL /2 because HHG in gases repeats every half optical
cycle. The number of these pulses and their relative intensity
depend on the temporal profile of the driving laser pulse, on the
nonlinearity of the generation process, and on the dynamics
of the interaction. In a usual HHG experiment, measuring
these simple features is possible with established attosecond

temporal measurement techniques, such as FROG CRAB [56],
but this remains very demanding experimentally [57].
In contrast, this information is straightforward to obtain
using photonic streaking. To demonstrate this idea, an
appropriate WFR has been applied on the driving laser pulse in
this simulation, to ensure a complete angular separation of the
successive pulses. Thus, in figure 20(a) the attosecond pulses
are also spatially separated in the far-field. Panel (b) in figure 20
then compares two profiles obtained from this simulation.
One is the temporal intensity profile of the attosecond pulse
train generated in the medium, and the other the angular
intensity profile of the beam, in the presence of WFR. What is
remarkable on this graph is the good matching between these
two curves, when an adequate scaling of their respective x-axis
is used: thus, using WFR, the temporal intensity profile of the
emission (number of pulses, relative intensities) is directly
obtained by measuring the angular intensity profile of the
emission, which is straightforward experimentally.
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Figure 21. Angularly-resolved spectra of attosecond pulses. (a) The experimental XUV spectrum is obtained from Ne atoms. (b) The XUV

spectrum is calculated from 250 μm-long Ne medium using a cosine 8 fs Gaussian laser pulse with an intensity of 4.8 × 1014 W cm−2 at
focus. The central wavelength of the laser beam varies from 680 to 850 nm across the beam size of 40 μm FWHM. (c) The experimental
(solid line) and theoretical (dotted line) angular distribution are obtained from (a) and (b). (d) The experimental XUV spectrum is obtained
from Ne atoms. The CEP of the laser pulse is changed from (a) by 90◦ . (e) The XUV spectrum is obtained with the same laser pulse with
sine waveform. (f) The experimental (solid line) and theoretical (dotted line) angular distribution obtained from (d) and (e) as explained in
[18], the reduced contrast of the modulations in the experimental spatial profiles in (c) and (f) is due to significant residual CEP fluctuations
of the driving laser (500 mrad RMS, see section 5.3.). Reprinted with permission from [18]. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.

as well as the temporal evolution of spectral features such as
the maximum emitted photon energy in each laser half-period
(spectral cut-off).
In HHG from gases, the maximum kinetic energy of the
recombining electron is determined in first approximation by
the instantaneous intensity of the laser pulse at the half cycle
where the recombination occurs. For few cycle laser pulses,
this instantaneous intensity rapidly changes for every half
cycle, and the maximum frequency of the attosecond pulses
is thus also expected to rapidly vary, leading to what has
been called half-cycle spectral cut-offs [34]. This variation
is directly observed in figure 21(a) and (d), which shows the
angularly-resolved XUV spectra measured experimentally for
each attosecond pulses generated by HHG in a Neon gas jet,
by using photonic streaking with a few-cycle driving laser
pulse. Since the exact amplitude of the field that drives the
recombining electron wave-packet depends on the CEP for a
few-cycle laser pulse, the half-cycle cut-offs are also expected
to vary with the CEP. This variation is observed from panels
(a) to (d) of figure 21, between which a π /2 change in CEP
has been induced on the driving laser pulse.
These measurements can be compared to the predictions
of numerical simulations. Figures 21(b) and (e) show the

Much more information can be obtained by performing
more elaborate measurements on the individual beamlets
separated by photonic streaking, as will be illustrated in
the next subsection. Combining photonic streaking with the
different techniques that are now available for XUV and
attosecond metrology should make it possible in the near future
to measure, for all individual attosecond pulses generated
along the laser pulse, properties such as the duration, wavefront
or polarization state.
4.2. Experimental evidence

We now summarize the results that have been obtained in
the first experiment that has exploited photonic streaking to
investigate HHG in gases [18]. This experiment consisted
in simultaneously measuring the individual spectra of all
attosecond pulses of the train generated in a gas jet. This
measurement was possible thanks to the spatial separation of
these pulses in the far field induced by photonic streaking. This
directly provided spectrograms of the generated attosecond
pulse trains, and has confirmed that photonic streaking can
be used to measure the relative intensities of the attosecond
pulses in the train, as discussed in the previous subsection,
16
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angularly-resolved HHG spectra calculated with cosine and
sine laser pulses, in conditions comparable to those of the
experiment. There is a clear qualitative agreement between
the simulation results and the experimental ones. For a more
quantitative comparison, we define the maximum frequency
of each half optical cycle as the frequency where the intensity
is 1.5% of the maximum XUV intensity, and mark this
frequency in figure 21 with crosses for simulations, and circles
for experiment. A good quantitative agreement is observed
between the two. The evolution of the half-cycle cut-offs
clearly shows the difference in dynamics resulting from cosine
or sine driving laser pulses. In figure 21(a), a single maximum
half-cycle cut-off is observed, which implies that the cosine
laser pulse is used for HHG. As we change the CEP of the
laser by π /2, two maxima are now observed in figure 21(d)
which corresponds to the spectrum obtained with a sine laser
pulse.
These angularly-resolved HHG spectra can also be used
to determine the temporal intensity profile of the attosecond
pulse train, simply by integrating the measured signal over a
certain spectral bandwidth in the XUV spectrum. The temporal
profiles obtained for cosine and sine pulses are shown in
panels (c) and (f) of figure 21. Near the peak of the laser
pulse where the intensity does not change much, the ionization
rate is the most important factor that determines the intensity
of the emitted attosecond pulses. As a result, one expects to
observe the most intense attosecond pulse(s) to be emitted on
the half-cycle(s) that follows the highest spectral cut-off(s).
This is precisely what is observed in simulations, but also
in the experiment (figures 21(c) and (f)). Note that some
discrepancies are nonetheless observed between the theoretical
calculation and the experiment. This might be attributed to the
assumptions of the theoretical calculation, which considers a
perfect Gaussian laser pulse. In contrast, in the experiment
the laser pulse may not only be asymmetric in time but, for
such few-cycle durations, is also likely to exhibit residual
uncontrolled STC at focus (in addition to the applied linear
spatial chirp) [58], which were not taken into account in the
simulation.
We finally use photonic streaking to study the ionization
dynamics of the medium. To this end, measurements were
performed in conditions similar to the previous results, but
now in N2 which has a lower ionization potential. Figure 22 is
obtained with a single laser shot at three different intensities,
2.4, 3.4 and 4.5 × 1014 W cm−2 . As the laser intensity is
increased, the attosecond pulse generation is progressively
suppressed in the tail of the pulse, and only occurs in its
leading edge. When the emission is spectrally filtered around
the spectral cut-off, a single attosecond pulse is obtained as
shown figure 22(c). This is a direct observation of ionization
gating, which in the present conditions can be attributed to
a combination of ground state depletion and phase matching
effects.
To conclude this subsection, we note that several features
of the emission process observed in this experiment, such
as half-cycle cut-offs or ionization gating, had already
been reported in several previous experiments, using more
complex diagnostics or more sophisticated data analysis. But

5
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−10

50
60
Energy (eV)

Figure 22. Ionization gating probed by photonic streaking. (a), (c),
Angularly resolved XUV spectra measured in N2 in a single laser
shot with a spatial chirp. The peak intensities of the laser pulses are
estimated to be 2.4 × 1014 , 3.4 × 1014 and 4.5 × 1014 W cm−2 for
(a)–(c), respectively. The curves in the right panels show the
normalized angular profile of the XUV beam in each case. These
profiles were obtained by integrating the angularly resolved XUV
spectra around the cutoff, over the energy ranges indicated by the
black arrows, which correspond to energies higher than 60% of the
cutoffs expected from the peak intensities of the laser pulse.
Reprinted with permission from [18]. Copyright 2013 Nature
Publishing Group.

this experiment was really the first to provide such direct
measurements of these features, with a technique that is simple
to implement and provides results that are straightforward
to analyse. As discussed in the next subsection, photonic
streaking thus opens up many other possibilities for the future,
for instance to measure other properties of the emission,
in different generation conditions or for other generation
mechanisms.
4.3. Future applications

Many future applications of photonic streaking can be foreseen
for HHG in gases. As illustrated by the results of figure 22,
its simplicity and single-shot capability make it a very useful
tool to study the influence of the generation conditions (e.g.
laser intensity, gas density, medium length) on the temporal
profile of the emitted attosecond pulse train. This in particular
provides a powerful new experimental approach to study the
17
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(a)

(b)

Figure 23. Illustration of the application of photonic streaking to investigate the dynamics of plasma mirrors in the relativistic regime. These
curves are obtained from 2D PIC simulations, for a Gaussian laser pulse of initial duration 5TL and peak intensity is 8 × 1019 W cm−2 (at
800 nm), impinging a plasma of density 200nc , with a density gradient scale length of λL /20, at 45◦ in p-polarization, with a waist of 9λL .
Panel (a) displays the temporal intensity profile of the attosecond pulse train generated through the ROM mechanism. Due to the complex
dynamics of the plasma, the most intense attosecond pulses are not emitted at the maximum of the laser pulse. In panel (b), this peculiar
temporal profile is mapped onto a spatial profile—much more straightforward to measure experimentally—using photonic streaking.

effect of phase matching on the emission, with time resolution
within the driving laser pulse [59].
Photonic streaking will also find important applications in
HHG spectroscopy. For instance, in the case of oriented polar
molecules, the properties of the harmonic emission is different
for successive laser half-cycles, because the recolliding
electron wave-packets hit different sides on the asymmetric
parent molecules [60, 61]. Using photonic streaking, the
corresponding attosecond pulses can be spatially separated
and individually characterized, thus providing additional
information on the molecules and their asymmetry.
Photonic streaking can also be exploited to investigate
other HHG mechanisms, such as those occurring on plasma
mirrors [26]. In these experiments, the requirement of target
refreshment, and the limited repetition rate and stability of the
lasers that are typically used, make it difficult to implement
the most advanced measurement techniques of XUV and
attosecond metrology, especially when a large number of
shots are needed, for instance to scan a parameter. As a
result, very little information has for instance been obtained
experimentally so far on the temporal dynamics of HHG
from plasma mirrors. Photonic streaking will be particularly
useful for such experiments. We illustrate this potential
by considering the results of PIC simulations displayed in
figure 23.
In this simulation, the attosecond pulses are generated
by the ROM mechanism, each time a relativistic electron jet
is emitted towards vacuum (figure 23(a)). In the regime of
this simulation, the B-field of the laser plays a crucial role,
and actually inhibits the emission in the most intense part of
the laser pulse, due to the gyromagnetic effect described in
[62]. In addition, ion motion during the laser pulse affects
the plasma density profile, in such a way that the attosecond
pulse emission is strongly reduced in the trailing edge of the
pulse. The combination of these effects results in a highly nontrivial intensity profile of the attosecond pulse train, displayed
in figure 23(a), where the most intense attosecond pulse is
actually emitted in the very leading edge of the laser pulse.
While it would be extremely difficult to measure with other
techniques, this effect can be easily diagnosed with photonic
streaking, as illustrated in figure 23(b): when WFR in used

to angularly separate the attosecond pulses of the train, the
angular intensity profile of the emission maps very well the
temporal intensity profile of the emission, just like for HHG in
gases (figure 20). Another potential use of photonic streaking
for the study of plasma mirrors will be to time-resolve the
attosecond pulses emitted in each laser cycle by the ROM and
CWE mechanisms, and study the evolutions of their spectrum,
emission times and relative intensity, with parameters such as
the plasma density gradient scale length or laser intensity, thus
providing a detailed picture of the laser-plasma interaction
dynamics in actual experiments.
We conclude this section by discussing qualitatively two
interesting points, which will require further studies. First of
all, it is interesting to wonder whether or not the photonic
streaking scheme can also provide information on the duration,
or even the temporal structure, of the individual attosecond
pulses in the train. This question has not been studied in detail
yet, but qualitatively one can expect the WFR to be too slow
to provide temporal resolution on the attosecond scale. And
indeed, we emphasized in subsection 3.2 that the individual
attosecond pulses are not affected by WFR, which would be
a pre-requisite to get information on their temporal structure.
Reaching attosecond resolution with photonic streaking will
require finding schemes to achieve faster WFR in the medium,
for instance through ω − 2ω mixing [28].
The second point is that photonic streaking can
still provide temporal information even when the angular
separation of successive attosecond pulses in the train is
not complete. Such an incomplete separation will typically
occur when ‘long’ driving laser pulses are used for the
generation, such that the criterion of equation (4) is not
fulfilled. Even in this case, WFR still induces a mapping of
time on propagation angle, implying that different temporal
sections of the attosecond pulse train are sent in slightly
different directions (see results of PIC simulation in figure 24,
panel (a)). If for instance the attosecond pulses in the train
are unevenly spaced (‘femtosecond chirp’), this will result in
tilted harmonics in the angularly-resolved harmonic spectrum,
as observed in the simulation of figure 24 (panel (b)), and
this tilt provides information on the harmonic chirp. Such a
tilt has already been observed in experiments (figure 25) for
18
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Figure 24. 2D PIC simulation of photonic streaking in the CWE regime with a ‘long’ (15 fs) driving laser pulse. Panel (a) shows the

intensity distribution of the attosecond pulses after diffraction from the source, as a function of time and propagation angle. The time-toangle mapping induced by photonic streaking is clearly observed across the pulse train, but is not sufficient to fully separate the successive
attosecond pulses angularly. CWE generates a pulse train with a femtosecond chirp, which originates from the uneven spacing of the
attosecond pulses along the train [50]. This spacing varies from T1 to T2 between the two ends of the train. Panel (b) shows the
angularly-resolved harmonic spectrum obtained in this simulation. The combination of the femtosecond chirp of the train and of the
time-to-angle mapping induced by photonic streaking results in tilted harmonics. Each tilted ellipse can be considered as a spectrogram of
the harmonic field.
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Figure 26. Sensitivity of the spatial distribution of the attosecond
beamlets to the CEP of the driving laser, in the case of plasma
mirrors. The curves display the spatial profile of the
spectrally-integrated harmonic signal (from orders 25 to 30) in the
far field, for two values of the driving-laser pulse CEP differing by
π , obtained from PIC simulations, for the same physical parameters
as in figure 18 (generation in the ROM regime). Reprinted with
permission from [16]. Copyright 2011 American Physical Society.

Figure 25. Angularly-resolved CWE harmonic spectrum measured

with the UHI100 laser of CEA-IRAMIS (100 TW-25 fs), when PFT
is applied to the pulse before focusing. A tilt of the harmonics is
observed, as in the simulation of figure 24 (panel (b)), which might
be used to retrieve the femtosecond chirp of each individual
harmonic.

CWE harmonics from plasma mirrors. Further studies are now
needed to determine the exact temporal information that can
be extracted in this measurement regime.

discussed in the previous section, in the presence of WFR,
emission time is mapped onto propagation angle. Therefore,
in this case, any change in CEP should result in a shift in
propagation angle of all the attosecond beamlets [16]. This
effect has been observed very clearly in simulations, both for
HHG in gases and from plasmas, as shown in figures 26 and
27. We now turn to the experimental evidence of this effect,
also obtained both for HHG in gases and from plasmas.

5. Carrier–envelope relative phase metrology
In this last section, we briefly discuss the effect of the driving
laser CEP on HHG in the presence of WFR, and its potential
applications for CEP metrology [33, 34, 63–65].

5.2. Experimental evidence
5.1. Key idea

Figures 28 and 29 respectively show the effect of a change
in the laser CEP in the experiments performed on plasma
mirrors and in gases. In both cases, the CEP was varied by
slightly translating one wedge of the pair shown in figures 10
and 12 with respect to the other. In the first case, the data

The main effect of a change in the CEP of a laser pulse
driving HHG in any medium is a shift in time of the
generated attosecond pulse train, since the attosecond pulses
are generated around certain phases of the laser field. As
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Figure 29. Experimental observation of the effect of CEP in gases.
The colour code shows the spatial profile of the XUV beam
(averaged over 30 laser shots), in the presence of wavefront rotation,
as a function of the CEP of the driving laser pulse. Right panel: two
lineouts at two particular CEPs differing by π /2, which shows the
same effect as in the simulations of figure 27. Reprinted with
permission from [18]. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 27. Sensitivity of the spatial distribution of the attosecond

beamlets to the CEP of the driving laser, in the case of HHG in
gases. The curves display the spatial profile of the
spectrally-integrated harmonic signal (from orders 20–120) in the
far field, for two values of the driving-laser pulse CEP now differing
by π /2, obtained from numerical simulations using the code
described in section II of the supplementary information of [18], for
the same physical parameters as in figure 16, but at a slightly higher
intensity (8.5 × 1014 W cm−2 ).

this mapping. Figure 28 for instance proves that the angular
separation between two adjacent beamlets, which is swept by
a 2π phase shift of the laser field, corresponds to one laser
period TL = 2.6 fs. Therefore, the individual well-separated
beamlets necessarily have a duration shorter than this optical
period. This constitutes the most direct evidence so far that
attosecond pulses are indeed associated to HHG from plasmas.
As discussed in the previous section, the duration of these
attosecond pulses can however not be deduced from these
data.
We now discuss in the next subsection why this effect of
CEP is also important from a technical point of view.

show the 2D spatial profile of the emitted beamlets, frequencyfiltered around a group of harmonics, for different changes in
CEP [17]. The angle of propagation of all attosecond pulses
clearly drift linearly as the CEP is scanned. The last image
in figure 28 illustrates how, due to this sensitivity to CEP,
the spatial pattern gets blurred when multiple laser-shots are
accumulated without CEP stabilization.
A similar effect of CEP is observed in the case of
gases [18], in figure 29, which now shows lineouts of the
angular intensity profile of the emission, frequency-integrated
over the whole energy range, along the direction of WFR,
as a function of the CEP variation. These experimental
observations are fully consistent with numerical simulations,
and clearly demonstrate the influence of the CEP in the
presence of WFR.
This experimental observation is conceptually important,
because it provides a direct demonstration of the time-to-space
mapping induced by WFR, and also provides a calibration of

5.3. Future applications

The first practical consequence of this effect of CEP is that
lasers with CEP stabilization are required to generate stable
attosecond lighthouses from any medium. But on the other
hand, this effect can also be exploited to track CEP changes
right in the generation medium, for every single laser shot.
This idea is illustrated by the experimental results of figure 30,
obtained in a gas jet.
The left panel of this figure shows a collection of
successive angular intensity profiles of the attosecond beamlets

Figure 28. Experimental observation of the effect of CEP for plasma mirrors. These spatial patterns show the progressive change in

direction of emission of the isolated attosecond beamlets produced by the attosecond lighthouse effect, for increasing values of the relative
CEP of the laser. The rightmost image shows blurring of the EUV spatial beam profile arising from the generation of attosecond pulses in
uncontrolled directions as the waveform of the laser randomly fluctuates from shot-to-shot when the laser CEP is not locked. All images are
an accumulation of 300 consecutive shots. Reprinted with permission from [17]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 30. The colour map (a) shows 150 successive single-shot spatial profiles of the XUV beamlets. The black line with dots shows the

shot-to-shot fluctuations of the central position of one of the beamlets, and reveals the residual CEP jitter in the generation medium. This
effect provides a direct way of determining the CEP statistics in this medium, displayed in panel (b), leading to a standard deviation of the
CEP of ≈500 mrad in our experiment. Reprinted with permission from [18]. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 31. Sketch of principle of an experiment exploiting different features of an attosecond lighthouse source, for advanced pump-probe

experiments where both amplitude and phase perturbations induced on the probe are measured.

generated with WFR, each obtained in a single laser shot. The
angular positions of these beamlets fluctuate from shot-to-shot.
During these measurements, the stabilization loop for the laser
CEP was turned on: these changes are thus due to residual
fluctuations in CEP, in the generation medium. Using these
positions as a diagnostic, the statistics of these residual CEP
fluctuations can be reconstructed, as shown in figure 30(b).
While several techniques are now well-established to track
CEP changes [63–65], this is to the best of our knowledge the
first time that these changes are measured directly at the point
of interaction of the laser with the target.
This scheme opens promising perspectives from a
technical point of view. In future experiments, single-shot
measurements of the beamlets positions could for instance
be used as a feedback signal to actively stabilize the CEP of
the laser pulse right in the generation medium, and achieve
unprecedented CEP stabilities in this medium. Alternatively,
in cases where the CEP is not or only poorly stabilized, these
positions could also be used to tag the CEP for each laser
shot. This would be particularly useful for high-power lasers
such as those used for HHG from plasmas, for which CEP
stabilization is extremely difficult, if not impossible when they
have a low-repetition rate. Such tagging of the CEP would
make it possible to study CEP-dependent phenomena without
CEP stabilization, and would release the constraint on CEP
stability to use attosecond lighthouses as light sources.
To conclude this part, we would like to emphasize that we
have always referred here to CEP changes, and not to absolute

values of the CEP. This is because, in the presence of WFR,
such an absolute value of the CEP can no longer be defined for
the driving laser pulse. This is best understood by considering
the laser pulse before focusing: since the pulse front is tilted
with respect to the wavefront, the local value of the CEP varies
across the beam, potentially by several times 2π . At focus, the
undeterminacy of the CEP comes from the spatial chirp, which
implies that the frequency of the carrier wave varies across the
focal spot, while the pulse envelop remains unchanged. Strictly
speaking, it is thus impossible to define a single value of the
CEP for a pulse with PFT or spatial chirp. But changes in CEP,
which affect the laser phase by the same value everywhere in
time and space, remain perfectly meaningful.
6. Conclusion
We have described the basics of ultrafast wavefront rotation
(WFR) of femtosecond laser pulses, and discussed different
schemes in which this spatio-temporal coupling can be
exploited in highly nonlinear optics, all of which have recently
been demonstrated experimentally. We have extensively
discussed several future applications of these schemes, which
largely remain within reach of the present state-of-the-art of
high-field science and ultrafast science. Looking further ahead,
more ambitious—but also more challenging—experiments
exploiting WFR in highly nonlinear optics can be envisioned,
which combine several of the ideas discussed in this paper. In
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particular, an advanced scheme for future attosecond pumpprobe experiments is proposed in figure 31.
This scheme uses an attosecond lighthouse that generates
at least five well-separated attosecond beamlets. Like in
figure 17, one of these beamlets is used as a pump beam
to trigger an ultrafast dynamics in a medium, and a second
beamlet is used as a probe to time-resolve this dynamics. A
third beamlet of the lighthouse is then used as a reference beam,
to measure both the amplitude and the phase perturbations
induced on the probe by this dynamics, using for instance
time- and frequency-resolved broadband XUV interferometry
between the probe and the reference. Two beamlets or
more are finally used either to track CEP changes in the
generation medium, or to stabilize this CEP with highaccuracy right in this medium to optimize the reproducibility
of the attosecond source. Such an experiment is of course
challenging, but considering the considerable progresses
achieved by attosecond science in the past decade, it could
be within reach in the coming decade.
As a general conclusion, this work points to an important
new direction in high-field and ultrafast sciences. While
spatio-temporal couplings of ultrafast laser beams have so
far mostly been considered as detrimental, the use of WFR
in highly nonlinear optics illustrates how shaping light
fields in both time and space can provide new degrees of
freedom for laser-matter interaction experiments, leading to
new experimental capabilities. And indeed, other applications
of spatio-temporal couplings have recently been identified,
such as spatio-temporal focusing of ultrashort laser pulses,
where a spatial chirp is initially applied to the unfocused
beam, leading to pulse front tilt at focus-just the reverse
of the configuration considered in this paper. The intensity
distribution along the z-axis of such a beam is much more
peaked than for a conventional STC-free beam, allowing for
a more localized nonlinear interaction with extended media.
This has already found applications in nonlinear microscopy
[66, 67], micromachining [68, 69] and waveguide writing.
These recent developments suggest that the metrology and
control of STC should become a major challenge of ultrafast
optics for the coming years, and that exploring the use of STC
should open many new avenues in different fields of lasermatter interaction science where broadband laser pulses are
used.
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